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PRAY 

 

In our home groups at the moment  

we are thinking about the Fruit of the Spirit   

and therea re a few things I would like to say by way of introduction  

 

1  

The fruit of the spirit is singular - It is not several fruitS 

So although the bible does not say this  

I say the fruit of the spirit is an orange and not like grapes  

2 

We all have all 9 segments  

It is no use me saying “I have love joy and peace  

And you Alison must have patience” 

We all have all 9 segments anything else is “wonky fruit” 

3  

It takes time for fruit to grow  

I have planted 5 apple trees in my back garden  

and this year 4 of them had fruit – and one of them had just one apple 

although I expect them all to have fruit in the end  

it takes time for fruit to grow  

 

--//-- 

 

and now to think about patience  

and to start What is patience?  

 

I have found that the internet is quite good for definitions  

and a definition I liked from the internet is  

Patience is the ability to wait for something – without getting angry 

 

And I also like the root meaning of words  

And the root meaning of patience is Long Suffering  

 

OR to put it more memorably it is the opposite of being short tempered 

Patience is being Long Tempered 

 

Secondly I would like us to think about WHY?  

Why does God want us to be patient?  

 

God wants us to be more Christ-like in our character  

 

We have a great diocesan vision statement which is  

Becoming a more Christ-like church for the sake of God’s world  

And this series fits perfectly with that vision  

Growing the fruit of the Spirit = becoming more Christ-like 

 

Or to put it another way God is patient  

And so the followers of God will be becoming more patient as well  

--//-- 

Gods Patience is described in many places in the bible  

And I would like us to look at just two  

One from the Old Testament and one from the New  

 

And the verse from the Old Testament is Exodus 34.6  

Which you will find on page 93 

 

You will remember the narrative  

God had given Moses the ten commandments  

But when Moses came down from the mountain  

the Israelites were worshipping an idol  

and Moses was so angry that the stone tablets 

and in this passage Moses goes up the mountain again 

and God passes before him and says ‘The LORD, the LORD, the 

compassionate and gracious God, slow to anger, abounding in love and 

faithfulness, 
7 

maintaining love to thousands, and forgiving wickedness, 

rebellion and sin. Yet he does not leave the guilty unpunished; 

and although it does no include the word patience  

it struck me that the phrase slow to anger is what patience means  

 

Patience is the ability to wait for something – without getting angry 

Patience is Long Suffering  

Patience is being Long Tempered 

Patience is slow to anger  

 

 



And the example from the New Testament comes from 2 Peter 3.9  

Which you will find on page 1224  - And this says 

The Lord is … patient with you, not wanting anyone to perish, but 

everyone to come to repentance. 

 

This passage is explaining why Jesus Second coming has been delayed 

And it says God wants everyone to come to repentance  

And does nto want anyone to go to hell  

And so he is being patient with us - to give us a chance  

to encourage more and more people to become followers of Jesus  

 

--//-- 

 

and the point I am trying to make is - God is patient  

And if we are followers of God then we bear the family likeness  

And so the followers of God will be growing in patience  

 

And I think the big question for me is HOW? 

How can I become more patient?   

And so I have 4 top tips 

 

1 Let’s see things from others perspective  

 

The root of impatience is selfishness  

And selfishness is probably the best translation of the word sin  

So let’s see things from others perspectives 

 

So husbands learn to see things from your wife’s perspective  

Parents learn to see things from your children’s perspective  

Business people see things from the customers perspective  

And employers see things from your employees perceptive  

 

And one way of describing wisdom is to say  

Wisdom is seeing things from Gods perspective 

 

I like what Bishop of Kensington, Graham Tomlin says  

And he says “God is God and I am not” 

Which is both simple and profound  

I am not perfect because “God is God and I am not” 

I am not in control because “God is God and I am not” 

 

1 Let’s see things from others perspective  

--//-- 

2 Let’s cultivate a good, clean sense of fun 

 

Proverbs has some amazing sayings and one I have happened across is  

Proverbs 14.30 which says  

A heart at peace gives life to the body, but envy rots the bones. 

 

I would put it a bit differently  

When we learn to laugh at ourselves then we never run out of material  

we all make mistakes  

and we can either laugh at them or be wound up by them  

it is miles better to learn to laugh at ourselves  

 

2 Let’s cultivate a good, clean sense of fun 



3 Let’s deepen our love for others  

 

You probably know 1 Corinthians 13.4 which says love is patient  

 

And when I find myself being impatient with someone  

Especially if I find myself being impatient with them more than once  

then I simply pray “Father please help me to love them more”  

 

and lets remember that love is a choice and not a feeling  

so we can choose to love people we do not really like  

 

3 Let’s deepen our love for others  

 

--//-- 

 

4 Let’s Trust in God  

 

The bible is a catalogue of people who have exhibited huge patience  

So Abraham waited 100 years for the birth of his son Isaac  

And Moses waited 40 years to lead the Israelites out of Egypt  

And then another 40 years before they entered the Promised Land  

And the disciples waited 10 days after the ascension for the Holy Spirit 

 

And that is why I chose Psalm 37 as our Psalm for today 

because patience is a form of faith  

 

And I love the verbs in Psalm 37  

3 Trust in the LORD 

4 Take delight in the LORD, 

5 Commit your way to the LORD; 

7 Be  still before the Lord and wait patiently  

 

4 Let’s Trust in God  

 

 

Now let’s pray  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


